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Zattoo's 2024 TV streaming report for Switzerland: TV reception via the
internet kept its leading position

Zurich, 3rd April 2024 – In 2024, the changes in the television viewing habits of the Swiss will

continue, influenced by the ongoing global economic situation. While traditional cable reception

continues to lose popularity, Internet reception remains the preferred source for watching TV

programmes. Simultaneously, the use of live TV has returned to pre-coronavirus pandemic levels.

This is the result of Zattoo's 2024 TV Streaming Report for Switzerland this year.

The report is based on an online survey conducted by YouGov, in which 1090 people in Switzerland

took part between 15th and 22nd January 2024. The results were weighted and are representative of

the Swiss population aged 16 and over. Zattoo has already been conducting this survey in Switzerland

every year since 2015. The TV Streaming Report helps identify current developments in Internet and

television usage, as well as in TV streaming. In this way, Zattoo aims to contribute to the discussion

on the importance of TV streaming.

TV reception via the Internet is still the most popular – reception via cable continues to fall

TV reception over the Internet remains the most widely used method of watching TV programmes.

When asked which reception channel they use to watch TV (multiple answers possible), 61 percent of

respondents choose the Internet as their TV reception channel of choice. This is 6 percentage points

fewer this year than in 2023, and thus back to the 2022 level. In parallel to this, TV reception via cable

continues its downward trend, with a decline of 5 percentage points, meaning that only 30 percent of

respondents said they use this reception mode at the beginning of 2024. The alternatives in the form

of satellite and DVB-T reception remain stable, but at a low level, with 9 percent for satellite reception

and 6 percent for DVB-T.

Jörg Meyer, Chief Commercial Officer at Zattoo, categorises the development as follows: "Almost two

thirds of the Swiss population use the Internet to watch TV. The possibility of multiple answers

suggests that the Internet also serves as a second reception channel in some cases – especially for

major sports events such as football tournaments and the Olympics. There were none in 2023, which



explains the slight decline to 61 percent. Simultaneously, cable TV continues to lose ground, with a

usage of only 30 percent. Because the advantages of Internet TV speak for themselves: the ability to

watch content live and have time shifting TV wherever you have Internet connectivity, even on the

move and when travelling."

The use of live TV is back to its pre-pandemic level

Although the use of live TV has declined slightly this year and, at 38 percent, does not quite reach the

level of previous years, it remains the leader compared to video-on-demand services (25%) and media

libraries (17%). Especially in Western Switzerland, live TV is much more popular (44 percent) than in

the German-speaking part of Switzerland (36 percent). At 17 percent, the use of media libraries has

reached a new low, compared to 21 percent in 2023. For the first time this year, the participants were

also asked about their interest in linear special-interest channels, so-called FAST broadcasters. Over a

third (38%) stated here that they can imagine watching this kind of ad-supported TV content in the

future, reflecting the Swiss population's openness to innovative TV formats.

TV streaming still preferred on the big screen

TV streaming continues to enjoy great popularity, especially on TV sets. More than two thirds of

respondents (71%) watch TV streaming services during their TV viewing time, with smart TVs once

again this year being the preferred device for this. About half (49%) of the respondents prefer smart

TVs to streaming TV content, making these much more popular than laptops, PCs or mobile devices.

The latter, in particular, are seeing a significant decline in 2024; only one in four (24%) use a tablet, a

loss of 7 percentage points compared to the previous year, and the use of smartphones has sunk by 4

percentage points to 43 percent. This suggests that other forms of consuming media are being

favoured over TV streaming via mobile devices. The use of the Internet via laptops and PCs also

continues to show a declining trend: from 42 percent in 2023 to 39 percent this year, which marks a

decline of over 20 percent since 2020.

The economic situation continues to influence streaming subscriptions

In view of the tense economic situation worldwide, one in five respondents (21%) in Switzerland has

already cancelled a streaming subscription in the last year. This is an increase of 8 percentage points

compared to the previous year. Among those who have cancelled a subscription, around half (49%)

have switched to a cheaper offer, while one in four (25%) have moved over to a free offer. On the other

hand, another 21 percent opted out of alternative services altogether.



You can download the TV Streaming Report 2024 for Switzerland here or visit our website at

https://zattoo.com/ch/en/tv-streaming-report-ch.

The individual graphics for the report can be found here.
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About Zattoo
Zattoo (www.zattoo.com) is one of the leading TV streaming providers in Europe with several million monthly
users. Founded in 2005, the company employs more than 250 people and has its headquarters in Zurich, as well
as a location in Berlin. Users in Switzerland, Germany and Austria watch all popular TV channels in HD and Full
HD quality as well as a variety of video-on-demand content. Zattoo is available on almost all devices, including
smart TVs, PCs and laptops, streaming devices, smartphones and tablets. Since 2012, Zattoo has also offered its
technology to media companies and network operators worldwide as a TV-as-a-service product. The Swiss TX
Group, a digital hub and network of media and platforms, has held shares in Zattoo since 2008 and has been the
majority shareholder since 2018. Zattoo has been carbon neutral since 2021.
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